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INTRODUCTION

zeus sits on his throne. He rules the sky and the world. His 
sister-wife hera rules him. Duties and domains in the mortal 
sphere are parcelled out to his family, the other ten Olympian 
gods. In the early days of gods and men, the divine trod the 
earth with mortals, befriended them, ravished them, coupled 
with them, punished them, tormented them, transformed 
them into fl owers, trees, birds and bugs and in all ways inter-
acted, intersected, intertwined, interbred, interpenetrated 
and interfered with us. But over time, as age has succeeded 
age and humankind has grown and prospered, the intensity 
of these interrelations has slowly diminished.

In the age we have entered now, the gods are still very 
much around, favouring, disfavouring, directing and dis-
turbing, but prometheus’s gift of fi re has given humankind 
the ability to run its own a� airs, build up its distinct city 
states, kingdoms and dynasties. The fi re is real and hot in 
the world and has given mankind the power to smelt, forge, 
fabricate and make, but it is an inner fi re too; thanks to 
Prometheus we are now endowed with the divine spark, 
the creative fi re, the consciousness that once belonged only 
to gods.

The Golden Age has become an Age of Heroes – men 
and women who grasp their destinies, use their human 
qualities of courage, cunning, ambition, speed and strength 
to perform astonishing deeds, vanquish terrible monsters 
and establish great cultures and lineages that change the 
world. The divine fi re stolen from heaven by their champion 
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Prometheus burns within them. They fear, respect and wor-
ship their parental gods, but somewhere inside they know they 
are a match for them. Humanity has entered its teenage years.

Prometheus himself – the Titan who made us, befriended 
us and championed us – continues to endure his terrible 
punishment: shackled to the side of a mountain he is visited 
each day by a bird of prey that soars down out of the sun to 
tear open his side, pull out his liver and eat it before his very 
eyes. Since he is immortal the liver regenerates overnight, 
only for the torment to repeat the next day. And the next.

Prometheus, whose name means Forethought, has proph-
esied that now fi re is in the world of man, the days of the 
gods are numbered. Zeus’s rage at his friend’s disobedience 
derives as much from a deep-buried but persistent fear that 
man will outgrow the gods as from his deep sense of hurt 
and betrayal.

Prometheus has also seen that the time will come when he 
will be released. A mortal human hero will arrive at the 
mountain, shatter his manacles and set the Titan free. 
Together they will save the Olympians.

But why should the gods need saving?
For hundreds of generations a deep resentment has smoul-

dered beneath the earth. When kronos the Titan castrated 
his father, the primordial sky god ouranos, and hurled his 
genitals across Greece, a race of giants sprang from where 
the drops of blood and seed fell. These ‘chthonic’ beings, 
these creatures sprung from the earth, believe that the time 
will come when they can wrest power from the arrogant 
upstart children of Kronos, the Olympian gods. The giants 
await the day when they can rise up to conquer Olympus and 
begin their own rule. 

Prometheus squints into the sun and awaits his moment 
too.
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Mankind, meanwhile, gets on with the mortal business of 
striving, toiling, living, loving and dying in a world still pop-
ulated with more or less benevolent nymphs, fauns, satyrs 
and other spirits of the seas, rivers, mountains, meadows, 
forests and fields, but bristling too with its share of serpents 
and dragons – many of them the descendants of the primor-
dial gaia, the earth goddess and tartarus, god of the depths 
beneath the earth. Their o�spring, the monstrous echidna
and typhon, have spawned a multitude of venomous and 
mutant creatures that ravage the countryside and oceans that 
humans are trying to tame.

To survive in such a world, mortals have felt the need to
supplicate and submit themselves to the gods, to sacrifice to
them and flatter them with praise and prayer. But some men
and women are beginning to rely on their own resources of
fortitude and wit. These are the men and women who – either
with or without the help of the gods – will dare to make the
world safe for humans to flourish. These are the heroes.
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HERA’S DREAM

Breakfast on Mount Olympus. Zeus sits at one end of a long 
stone table, sipping his nectar and considering the day ahead. 
One by one the other Olympian gods and goddesses drift in 
to take their seats. At last Hera enters and takes her place at 
the opposite end from her husband. Her face is flushed, her 
hair discomposed. Zeus glances up in some surprise.

‘In all the years I have known you, you have never once 
been late for breakfast. Not once.’

‘No, indeed,’ says Hera. ‘Accept my apologies, but I slept 
badly and feel unsettled. I had a disturbing dream last night. 
Most disturbing. Would you like to hear it?’

‘Absolutely,’ lies Zeus, who has, in common with us all, a 
horror of hearing the details of anyone else’s dreams.

‘I dreamt that we were under attack,’ Hera says. ‘Here on 
Olympus. The giants rose up, climbed the mountain and 
they assaulted us.’

‘My, my . . .’
‘But it was serious, Zeus. The whole race of them streamed 

up and attacked us. And your thunderbolts glanced as harm-
lessly o� them as if they were pine needles. The giants’ leader, 
the largest and strongest, came for me personally and tried 
to . . . to . . . impose himself.’

‘Dear me, how very upsetting,’ says Zeus. ‘But it was after 
all only a dream.’

‘Was it though? Was it? It was all so clear. It had more the 
feeling of a vision. A prophecy, perhaps. I have had them 
before. You know I have.’
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This was true. Hera’s role as goddess of matrimony, family, 
decorum and good order made it easy to forget that she was 
also powerfully endowed with insight.

‘How did it all end?’
‘Strangely. We were saved by your friend Prometheus 

and . . .’
‘He is not my friend,’ snaps Zeus. Any mention of Pro-

metheus is barred on Olympus. To Zeus the sound of his 
once dear friend’s name is like lemon juice on a cut.

‘If you say so, my dear, I am merely telling you what I 
dreamed, what I saw. You know, the strange thing is that 
Prometheus had with him a mortal man. And it was this 
human that pulled the giant o�  me, threw him down from 
Olympus and saved us all.’

‘A man, you say?’
‘Yes. A human. A mortal hero. And in my dream it was 

clear to me, I am not sure how or why, but it was clear, so clear, 
that this man was descended from the line of Perseus.’

‘Perseus, you say?’
‘Perseus. There could be no doubt about it. The nectar is 

at your elbow, my dear . . .’
Zeus passes the jar down the table.
Perseus.
There’s a name he hasn’t heard for a while.
Perseus . . .

Perseus
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The Shower of Gold

acrisius, ruler of Argos*, having produced no male heir to 
his kingdom, sought advice from the oracle at Delphi as to 
how and when he might expect one. The priestess’s reply was 
disturbing:

King Acrisius will have no sons, but his grandson will kill him.

Acrisius loved his daughter and only child danaë,† but he
loved life more. It was clear from the oracle that he should do
everything in his power to prevent any male of breeding age
from getting close to her. To this end he ordered the construc-
tion of a bronze chamber beneath the palace. Locked up in 
this gleaming, impregnable prison, Danaë was given as many 
creature comforts and as much feminine company as she asked
for. After all, Acrisius told himself, he was not flint-hearted.‡

He had sealed the bronze chamber against all invaders, 
but he had reckoned without the lusts of the all-seeing, all-
cunning Zeus, whose eye had fallen on Danaë and who was
even now considering how he might penetrate this sealed

* One of the most important of all Greek city states. The name given to its people, 
the Argives, was often used by Homer simply to mean ‘Greek’. Philip II and his son 
Alexander the Great, although Macedonian, were said to originate from Argos.
† Often rendered as Danaë, so it should, I suppose, be pronounced ‘Danaye’.
‡ The Roman poet Horace, in his Odes, changed the bronze room to a bronze tower, 
and thenceforward it has often been portrayed as just such a fairytale Rapunzel-like 
minaret. The earlier sources insist, however, that it was a room, with slits in the roof 
to let in light and air.
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chamber and take his pleasure. He liked a challenge. In his 
long, amorous career the King of the Gods had transformed 
himself into all kinds of exotic entities in his pursuit of desir-
able females and, from time to time, males. It was clear to him 
that to conquer Danaë he had to come up with something 
better than the usual bulls, bears, boars, stallions, eagles, stags 
and lions. Something a little more outré was required . . .

A shower of golden rain streamed down through the nar-
row slit of the skylight one night, poured itself into Danaë’s 
lap and penetrated her.* It may have been an unorthodox 
form of coition, but Danaë became pregnant and in due 
time, with the help of her loyal female attendants, she gave 
birth to a healthy mortal boy, whom she named perseus.

Along with the mortal healthiness of Perseus came a pair 
of very serviceable lungs, and try as they might neither Danaë 
nor her aides could stifl e the wails and cries of the baby 
which made their way through the bronze walls of her prison 
all the way to the ears of her father two fl oors above.

His rage when confronted with the sight of his grandson 
was terrible to behold.

‘Who dared break into your chamber? Tell me his name 
and I shall have him gelded, tortured and strangled with his 
own intestines.’

‘Father, I believe it was the King of Heaven himself who 
came to me.’

‘You are telling me – will someone please shut that baby 
up! – that it was Zeus?’

‘Father, I cannot lie, it was.’
‘A likely story. It was the brother of one of these damned 

maidservants of yours, wasn’t it?’

* We do not know whether or not Danaë enjoyed the experience. There are those, it 
is said, for whom the prospect of a golden shower is actually rather . . . well . . . quite.
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‘No, father, it was as I said. Zeus.’
‘If that brat doesn’t stop screaming I’ll smother him with 

this cushion.’
‘He’s just hungry,’ said Danaë, putting Perseus to her 

breast.
Acrisius thought furiously. His threat with the cushion 

notwithstanding, he knew that there could be no greater 
crime than a blood killing. The murder of one’s kin would 
provoke the Furies to rise up from the underworld and pur-
sue him to the ends of the earth, scourging him with their 
iron whips until the very skin was fl ayed from his body. They 
wouldn’t leave o�  until he was raving mad. Yet the oracle’s 
prophecy meant that he could not su� er this grandson to 
live. Perhaps . . .

The next night, out of sight of gossiping townspeople, 
Acrisius had Danaë and the infant Perseus shut up in a 
wooden chest. His soldiers nailed down the lid and hurled 
the chest over the cli� s and into the sea.

‘There,’ said Acrisius, dusting o�  his hands as if to clear 
himself of all responsibility. ‘If they perish, as perish they 
surely will, none can say that I was the direct cause. It will be 
the fault of the sea, the rocks and the sharks. It will be the 
fault of the gods. Nothing to do with me.’

With these weasel words of comfort, King Acrisius 
watched the chest bob out of sight.

The Wooden Chest

Tossed in the wild waves of the sea, the wooden box bounced 
and bu� eted its way from island to island and coast to coast, 
neither breaking up on the rocks, nor beaching safely on the 
soft sands.
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